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SIMPLE DUAL BRAIDS, NONCROSSING PARTITIONS AND
MIKADO BRAIDS OF TYPE Dn
BARBARA BAUMEISTER AND THOMAS GOBET
Abstract. We show that the simple elements of the dual Garside structure of an
Artin group of type Dn are Mikado braids, giving a positive answer to a conjecture
of Digne and the second author. To this end, we use an embedding of the Artin
group of type Dn in a suitable quotient of an Artin group of type Bn noticed by
Allcock, of which we give a simple algebraic proof here. This allows one to give
a characterization of the Mikado braids of type Dn in terms of those of type Bn
and also to describe them topologically. Using this topological representation and
Athanasiadis and Reiner’s model for noncrossing partitions of type Dn which can be
used to represent the simple elements, we deduce the above mentioned conjecture.
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2 BARBARA BAUMEISTER AND THOMAS GOBET
1. Introduction
The dual braid monoid B∗c of a Coxeter system (W,S) of spherical type was intro-
duced by Bessis [5] and depends on the choice of a standard Coxeter element c ∈ W
(a product of all the elements of S in some order). It is generated by a copy Tc of the
set T of reflections of W , that is, elements which are conjugates to elements of S. As
a Garside monoid, it embeds into its group of fractions, which was shown by Bessis
to be isomorphic to the Artin group AW corresponding to W . Unfortunately, this iso-
morphism is poorly understood, and the proof of its existence requires a case-by-case
argument [5, Fact 2.2.4].
The aim of this note is to study properties of the simple elements Div(c) in B∗c viewed
inside AW in case W is of type Dn and to show that they are Mikado braids, that is,
that they can be represented as a quotient of two positive canonical lifts of elements of
W . These braids appeared in work of Dehornoy [13] in type An and in work of Dyer [14]
for arbitrary Coxeter systems and have many interesting properties. For example, they
satisfy an analogue of Matsumoto’s Lemma in Coxeter groups [14, Section 9]. We refer
the reader to [14, Section 9], [12, Section 4] (there the Mikado braids are called rational
permutation braids, while the terminology Mikado braids rather refers to braids viewed
topologically; it is shown however in [12] that both are equivalent) or [15, Section 3.2]
for more on the topic. Another important property is that their images in the Iwahori-
Hecke algebra H(W ) of the Coxeter system (W,S) have positivity properties; let us
be more precise. There is a natural group homomorphism a : AW −→ H(W )
×. If
β ∈ AW is a Mikado braid and if we express its image a(β) in the canonical basis
{Cw | w ∈ W} of the Hecke algebra, then the coefficients are Laurent polynomials
with positive coefficients (see [12, Section 8]). This is one of the main motivations for
studying Mikado braids, and showing that simple dual braids are Mikado braids. This
last property was conjectured for an arbitrary Coxeter system (W,S) of spherical type
in [12], and shown to hold in all the irreducible types different from Dn [12, Theorems
5.12, 6.6, 7.1].
In the classical types An and Bn, the conjecture is proven using a topological char-
acterization of Mikado braids: it can be seen on any reduced braid diagram (resp.
symmetric braid diagram in type Bn) whether a braid is a Mikado braid or not. The
present paper gives topological models for Mikado braids of type Dn, similar to those
given in types An and Bn in [12], and solves the above conjecture in the remaining type
Dn:
Theorem 1.1. Let c be a standard Coxeter element in a Coxeter group (W,S) of type
Dn. Then every element of Div(c) is a Mikado braid.
As a consequence, every simple dual braid in every spherical type Artin group is
a Mikado braid, the reduction to the irreducible case being immediate. Licata and
Queffelec recently informed us that they also have a proof of the conjecture in types
A,D,E with a different approach using categorification [18].
To prove the conjecture, we proceed as follows. Firstly, we explicitly realize the Artin
group ADn of type Dn as an index two subgroup of a quotient of the Artin group ABn
of type Bn. The existence of such a realization, which is of independent interest, is
not new: it was noticed by Allcock [1, Section 4]. We give a simple proof of it here
(Proposition 2.7). This allows to realize elements of ADn topologically by Artin braids.
We then characterize Mikado braids of type Dn as the images of those Mikado braids
of type Bn which surject onto elements of WDn ⊆WBn under the canonical map from
ABn onto WBn (Theorem 3.3). This implies that Mikado braids of type Dn satisfy
a nice topological condition, and gives a model for their study in terms of symmetric
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Artin braids, because elements of ABn can be realized as symmetric Artin braids on
2n strands (see Section 3.1). Using Athanasiadis and Reiner’s graphical model [3] for
c-noncrossing partitions of type Dn (which are in canonical bijections with the simple
elements Div(c) of B∗c ; we denote this bijection by x 7→ xc, where x is a c-noncrossing
partition), we attach to every such noncrossing partition x an Artin braid βx of type Bn,
whose image in the above mentioned quotient is precisely the element xc ∈ ADn (Sec-
tion 5). Using the topological characterization of Mikado braids of type Bn from [12],
we then prove that βx is a Mikado braid of type Bn (Proposition 5.3), which concludes
by the above mentioned characterization of Mikado braids of type Dn (Theorem 5.5).
Acknowledgments. We thank Luis Paris for useful discussions with the second author
and Jon McCammond for pointing out the reference [20].
2. Artin groups of type Dn inside quotients of Artin groups of type Bn
2.1. Coxeter groups and Artin groups. This section is devoted to recalling basic
facts on Coxeter groups and their Artin groups. We refer the reader to [9, 17] or [8]
for more on the topic. A Coxeter system (W,S) is a group W generated by a set
S of involutions subject to additional braid relations, that is, relations of the form
st · · · = ts · · · for s, t ∈ S, s 6= t. Here st · · · denotes a strictly alternating product of
s and t, and the number mst of factors in the left hand side equals the number mts
of factors in the right hand side. We have mst ∈ {2, 3, . . . } ∪ {∞}, the case mst = ∞
meaning that there is no relation between s and t. Let ℓ : W → Z≥0 be the length
function with respect to the set of generators S.
Finite irreducible Coxeter groups are classified in four infinite families of types An,
Bn, Dn, I2(m) and six exceptional groups of types E6, E7, E8, F4,H3,H4. If X is a
given type, we denote by (WX , SX) a Coxeter system of this type.
The Artin group AW attached to the Coxeter system (W,S) is generated by a copy S
of the elements of S, subject only to the braid relations. This gives rise to a canonical
surjection π : AW ։W induced by s 7→ s. If W has type X, we simply denote AW by
AX .
The canonical map π has a set-theoretic section W →֒ AW built as follows: let
w = s1s2 · · · sk be a reduced expression for w, that is, we have si ∈ S for all i = 1, . . . , k
and k = ℓ(w). Then the lift s1s2 · · · sk in AW is independent of the chosen reduced
expression, and we therefore denote it by w. This is a consequence of the fact that
in every Coxeter group, one can pass from any reduced expression of a fixed element
w to any other just by applying a sequence of braid relations. The element w is the
canonical positive lift of w.
2.2. Embeddings of Coxeter groups. Let (WBn , SBn) be a Coxeter system of type
Bn. We will identify it with the signed permutations group as follows: let S−n,n be the
group of permutations of [−n, n] = {−n,−n+ 1, . . . ,−1, 1, . . . , n} and define
WBn := {w ∈ S−n,n | w(−i) = −w(i), for all i ∈ [−n, n]}.
Then setting s0 := (−1, 1) and si = (i, i+ 1)(−i,−i− 1) for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1 we get
that SBn = {s0, s1, . . . , sn−1} is a simple system for WBn (see [8, Section 8.1]).
Let (WDn , SDn) be a Coxeter group of typeDn. Recall thatWDn can be realized as an
index two subgroup ofWBn as follows: setting t0 = s0s1s0, ti = si for all i = 1, . . . , n−1
we have that SDn := {t0, t1, . . . , tn−1} is a simple system for the Coxeter group WDn =
〈t0, t1, . . . , tn−1〉 of type Dn (see [8, Section 8.2]). In the following, a Coxeter group of
type Dn will always be viewed inside WBn , with the above identifications.
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2.3. Embeddings of Artin groups. We assume the reader to be familiar with Artin
groups attached to Coxeter groups and refer to [11, Chapter IX] for basic results. Notice
that there are two surjective maps qB : ABn −→ AAn−1 , qD : ADn −→ AAn−1 defined
as follows: if we denote by {σ1, . . . , σn−1} the set of standard Artin generators of the
n-strand Artin braid group AAn−1 , then qB(s0) = 1, qB(si) = σi for i 6= 0, while
qD(t0) = σ1, qD(ti) = σi for all i 6= 0 (see [10, Section 2.1]). Both maps qB and qD are
split and one can write AXn
∼= ker(qX)⋊AAn−1 for X ∈ {B,D}.
Crisp and Paris showed that the embedding of WDn in WBn which we recalled in
Subsection 2.2 does not come from an embedding ϕ : ADn −→ ABn such that qD =
qB ◦ ϕ [10, Proposition 2.6]. In this section we show that there is an embedding of
ADn inside a quotient A˜Bn of ABn ; this embedding can be seen as a natural lift of the
embedding of Coxeter groups and has the expected properties (see Lemma 2.8). This
is mostly a reformulation of results of Allcock [1, Sections 2 and 4], but we will give a
simple algebraic proof of this fact here.
Definition 2.1. Define A˜Bn to be the quotient of ABn by the smallest normal subgroup
containing s20.
It follows immediately from this definition that the canonical map πn : ABn ։WBn
factors through A˜Bn via two surjective maps πn,1 : ABn ։ A˜Bn and πn,2 : A˜Bn ։ WBn .
Remark 2.2. In [20, Definition 3.3], a similar group, called the middle group, is consid-
ered. It is defined as the quotient of ABn by the smallest normal subgroup containing
s21 (as a consequence, every s
2
i for i ≥ 1 is equal to 1 in the quotient since si lies in the
same conjugacy class as s1).
Denote by s′i, i = 0, . . . , n − 1 the image of si ∈ ABn in A˜Bn , for all si ∈ SBn . Set
t′0 = s
′
0s
′
1s
′
0 and t
′
i = s
′
i for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Lemma 2.3. The elements t′0, t
′
1, . . . t
′
n−1 satisfy the braid relations of type Dn, that is,
we have
t′0t
′
1 = t
′
1t
′
0, t
′
0t
′
2t
′
0 = t
′
2t
′
0t
′
2, t
′
it
′
i+1t
′
i = t
′
i+1t
′
it
′
i+1 for all i = 1, . . . , n− 2,
t′it
′
j = t
′
jt
′
i if |i− j| > 1 and {i, j} 6= {0, 2}.
Proof. All the relations except the second one are immediate consequences of the type
Bn braid relations satisfied by the s
′
0, s
′
1, . . . , s
′
n−1. For the second relation we have
t′0t
′
2t
′
0 = s
′
0s
′
1s
′
0s
′
2s
′
0s
′
1s
′
0 = s
′
0s
′
1s
′2
0 s
′
2s
′
1s
′
0 = s
′
0s
′
1s
′
2s
′
1s
′
0 = s
′
0s
′
2s
′
1s
′
2s
′
0
= s′2s
′
0s
′
1s
′
0s
′
2 = t
′
2t
′
0t
′
2.

An immediate corollary is
Corollary 2.4. There is a group homomorphism ιn : ADn −→ A˜Bn defined by ιn(ti) =
t′i for all i = 0, . . . , n− 1.
We have the following situation
Lemma 2.5. There is a commutative diagram
ABn
πBn "" ""❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
πn,1
// // A˜Bn
πn,2

〈t′0, . . . , t
′
n−1〉_?
oo
πDn

ADnoooo
WBn WDn_?oo
where πDn : 〈t
′
0, . . . , t
′
n−1〉 −→WDn is defined by π
D
n (t
′
i) = ti for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1.
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Remark 2.6. In Proposition 2.7 below we will show that the map ιn is injective; hence
πDn is in fact simply the canonical surjection ADn ։WDn .
Proof. We have to show that the composition of πn,2 and 〈t
′
0, . . . , t
′
n−1〉 →֒ A˜Bn factors
throughWDn . It suffices to show that the image of t
′
i under this composition is precisely
ti (viewed inside WBn via the embedding WDn →֒WBn) for all i = 0, . . . , n− 1, which
is immediate. 
Proposition 2.7. The homomorphism ιn is injective and 〈t
′
0, . . . , t
′
n−1〉 is a subgroup
of A˜Bn of index two. Hence ADn can be identified with the subgroup of A˜Bn generated
by the t′i, i = 0, . . . , n − 1.
Proof. We first notice that, as an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5, the subgroup
U := 〈t′0, . . . , t
′
n−1〉 ⊆ A˜Bn is proper since WDn is a proper subgroup of WBn .
As s′0 interchanges t
′
0 and s
′
0t
′
0s
′
0 = t
′
1, and as s
′
0 commutes with t
′
i for i = 2, . . . n−1,
the involution s′0 normalizes U and induces on U an automorphism of order 2 (which
is in fact an outer automorphism). Therefore, U = ιn(ADn) is of index 2 in A˜Bn .
Next we determine a presentation of U using the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm
(see for instance [19]). We take as a Schreier-transversal T := {1, s′0} for the right
cosets of U in A˜Bn . This yields the generating set
{ts′its
′
i
−1
| t ∈ T and 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} = {t′i | 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}
where x is the representative of Ux in T for x ∈ A˜Bn . Application of this algorithm and
of Tietze-transformations (see [19]) then precisely yields the braid relations as stated
in Lemma 2.3. This shows that ιn is injective. 
From now on we identify the subgroup 〈t′0, t
′
1, . . . , t
′
n−1〉 ⊆ A˜Bn with ADn and we set
ti = t
′
i for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1. Note that by definition of A˜Bn , the map qB factors
through A˜Bn , giving rise to a surjection q˜B : A˜Bn −→ AAn−1 . Then we have
Lemma 2.8. The map ιn satisfies q˜B ◦ ιn = qD.
Proof. We have qD(t0) = σ1 and (q˜B ◦ ιn)(t0) = q˜B(s
′
0s
′
1s
′
0) = qB(s0)qB(s1)qB(s0) =
qB(s1) = σ1. For i ≥ 1 we have qD(ti) = σi = qB(si) = q˜B(s
′
i) = (q˜B ◦ ιn)(ti). 
Definition 2.9. Given x ∈ WDn , we denote by x
D the canonical positive lift of x in
ADn (which we will systematically view inside A˜Bn) and by x
B the canonical positive
lift of x in ABn .
Proposition 2.10. Let x ∈WDn. We have πn,1(x
B) = xD.
Proof. Let ti1ti2 · · · tik be an SDn-reduced expression of x in WDn . Replacing t0 by
s0s1s0 and ti by si for i = 1, . . . , n−1 we get a word in the elements of SBn for x. Note
that this may not be a reduced expression for x in WBn . It suffices to show that one
can transform the above word into a reduced expression for x in WBn just by applying
braid relations of type Bn and the relation s
2
0 = 1.
We prove the above statement by induction on k. If k = 1 then the claim holds since
ti, i ≥ 1 is replaced by si while t0 is replaced by s0s1s0 which is SBn-reduced. Hence
assume that k > 1. By induction the claim holds for x′ = ti2 · · · tik . By [8, Propositions
8.1.2, 8.2.2] one has that sj , j ≥ 1 is a left descend of x
′ in WBn if and only if it is a
left descent of x′ in WDn . Hence we can assume that ti1 = t0 and that it is the only
left descent of x in WDn .
Firstly, assume that s0 is a left descent of x
′ in WBn , hence s0 is not a left descent
of s0x
′. We claim that it suffices to show that s1 is not a left descent of s0x
′: indeed,
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it implies that ℓ(s0s1s0x
′) = ℓ(s0x
′)+ 2 (where ℓ is the length function in WBn) by the
lifting property (see [8, Corollary 2.2.8(i)]). Moreover by induction we can get every
SBn-reduced decomposition of x
′ using only the claimed relations, hence we can by
induction get a reduced expression for x′ starting with s0 with these relations. The
only additional relation to apply to get a reduced decomposition of x is the deletion
of the s20 = 1 which appears when appending s0s1s0 at the left of such a reduced
expression of x′. Hence assume that s1s0x
′ < s0x
′ in WBn , i.e., that s1 is a left descent
of s0x
′. By [8, Proposition 8.1.2] it follows that x′−1s0(1) > x
′−1s0(2) which implies
that x′−1(−1) > x′−1(2), hence −x′−1(2) > x′−1(1). But by [8, Proposition 8.2.2] it
precisely means that t0 is a left descent of x
′, a contradiction.
Now assume that s0 is not a left descent of x
′ in WBn . Then s1 is not a left descent
of x′ in WBn , otherwise using [8, Proposition 8.1.2] again it would be a left descent of
ti1x
′ in WBn , hence in WDn by [8, Proposition 8.2.2], a contradiction. It follows that
a reduced expression for y = s1s0x
′ in WBn is obtained by concatenating s1s0 at the
left of a reduced expression for x′ (which we can obtain by induction). If s0y > y then
we are done, while if s0y < y then by Matsumoto’s Lemma we can obtain a reduced
expression of y starting with s0 just by applying type Bn braid relations. Deleting the
s20 at the beginning of the word we then have a reduced expression of x.

Remark 2.11. The fact that reduced expressions of an element x ∈ WDn can be
transformed into reduced expressions in WBn as we did in the proof above had been
noticed by Hoefsmit in his thesis [16, Section 2.3] without a proof. The fact that ADn
can be realized as a subgroup of A˜Bn also implies that the corresponding Iwahori-Hecke
algebra H(WDn) of type Dn embeds into the two-parameter Iwahori-Hecke algebra
H(WBn) of type Bn where the parameter corresponding to the conjugacy class of s0
is specialized at 1. This is precisely what Hoefsmit uses to study representations of
Iwahori-Hecke algebras of type Dn using the representation theory of those algebras in
type Bn.
3. Mikado braids of type Bn and Dn
3.1. Mikado braids of type Bn. We recall from [12] the following
Definition 3.1. Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter system with Artin group AW . An
element β ∈ AW is a Mikado braid if there exist x, y ∈ W such that β = x
−1y. We
denote by Mik(W ) (or Mik(X) if W is of type X) the set of Mikado braids in AW .
We briefly recall results from [12, Section 6.2] on topological realizations of Mikado
braids in type Bn which will be needed later on. The Artin group ABn embeds into
AA2n−1 , which is isomorphic to the Artin braid group on 2n strands. Labeling the
strands by −n, . . . ,−1, 1, . . . , n, every simple generator in SBn ⊆ Sn,−n is then lifted to
an Artin braid as follows. The generator s0 exchanges the strands 1 and −1, while the
generator si, i = 1, . . . , n−1 exchanges the strands i and i+1 as well as the strands −i
and −i− 1 (in both crossings, the strand coming from the right passes over the strand
coming from the left, like in the right picture in Figure 3). Those braids in AA2n−1
which are in ABn are precisely those braids which are fixed by the automorphism which
exchanges each crossing i, i+ 1 by a crossing −i,−i− 1 of the same type, for all i. We
call these braids symmetric.
There is the following graphical characterization of Mikado braids in ABn
Theorem 3.2 ([12, Theorem 6.3]). Let β ∈ ABn . The following are equivalent
(1) The braid β is a Mikado braid, that is, there are x, y ∈WBn such that β = x
−1y.
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(2) There is an Artin braid in AA2n−1 representing β, such that one can inductively
remove pairs of symmetric strands, one of the two strands being above all the
other strands (so that the symmetric one is under all the other strands).
Note that in the second item above, we remove pairs of strands instead of single
strands so that at each step of the process, the obtained braid is still symmetric (hence
in ABn).
3.2. Mikado braids of type Dn inside A˜Bn . The aim of this subsection is to prove
the following result, relating Mikado braids of type Dn to Mikado braids of type Bn:
Theorem 3.3. The Mikado braids of type Dn viewed inside A˜Bn are precisely the
images of those Mikado braids of type Bn which surject onto elements of WDn , that is,
we have
Mik(Dn) = {πn,1(β) | β ∈ Mik(Bn) and π
B
n (β) ∈WDn}.
Proof. Let γ ∈ Mik(Dn) ⊆ A˜Bn . Then there exist x, y ∈WDn such that γ = (x
D)−1yD.
Note that by Lemma 2.5 we have πn,2(γ) = x
−1y ∈ WDn . But by Proposition 2.10 we
have γ = πn,1(β) where β = (x
B)−1yB ∈ Mik(Bn), which shows the first inclusion.
Conversely, let β ∈ Mik(Bn) such that π
B
n (β) ∈ WDn . We have to show that
πn,1(β) ∈ Mik(Dn). By definition there are x, y ∈ WBn such that β = (x
B)−1yB .
Since πBn (β) = x
−1y ∈ WDn , if either x or y is in WDn then both of them are in WDn
in which case we are done by Proposition 2.10. Hence assume that x, y /∈ WDn . Since
WDn is a subgroup of WBn of index two and s0 /∈WDn there are x
′, y′ ∈WDn such that
x = s0x
′, y = s0y
′. If follows that xB = s±1
0
x′
B (the exponent depending on whether
s0x > x or not) and y
B = s±1
0
y′
B . Hence since the image of s0 in A˜Bn has order two,
using Proposition 2.10 again we have πn,1(β) = (x
′D)−1y′D which concludes.

4. Dual braid monoids
4.1. Noncrossing partitions. Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system of spherical type. Let
T =
⋃
w∈W wSw
−1 denote the set of reflections in W and ℓT : W −→ Z≥0 the corre-
sponding length function. A standard Coxeter element in (W,S) is a product of all the
elements of S. Given u, v ∈W , we can define a partial order ≤T on W by
u ≤T v ⇔ ℓT (u) + ℓT (u
−1v) = ℓT (v).
In this case we say that u is a prefix of v.
Let c be a standard Coxeter element. The set NC(W, c) of c-noncrossing partitions
consists of all the x ∈ W such that x ≤T c. The poset (NC(W, c),≤T ) is a lattice,
isomorphic to the lattice of noncrossing partitions when W = WAn
∼= Sn+1. See [2] for
more on the topic.
Remark 4.1. There are several (unequivalent) definitions of Coxeter elements (see for
instance [4, Section 2.2]). The above definitions still make sense for more general Cox-
eter elements, but for the realization of the dual braid monoids (which are introduced
in the next section) inside Artin groups the Coxeter element is required to be standard
(see [12, Remark 5.11]).
4.2. Dual braid monoids. We recall the definition and properties of dual braid
monoids. For a detailed introduction to the topic the reader is referred to [5, 12]
or [11]. Dual braid monoids were introduced by Bessis [5], generalizing definitions of
Birman, Ko and Lee [7] and Bessis, Digne and Michel [6] to all the spherical types.
Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter system. Denote by T the set of reflections in W and by
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AW the corresponding Artin-Tits group. Let c be a standard Coxeter element in W .
Bessis defined the dual braid monoid attached to the triple (W,T, c) as follows. Take
as generating set a copy Tc := {tc | t ∈ T} of T and set
B∗c := 〈tc ∈ Tc | tc ∈ Tc, tct
′
c = (tt
′t)ctc if tt
′ ≤T c〉
The defining relations of B∗c are called the dual braid relations with respect to c. We
mention some properties of B∗c , which can be found in [5]. The monoid B
∗
c is infinite
and embeds into AW . In fact, B
∗
c is a Garside monoid, hence it embeds into its group
of fractions Frac(B∗c ) and the word problem in Frac(B
∗
c ) is solvable. Bessis showed that
Frac(B∗c ) is isomorphic to AW , but his proof requires a case-by-case analysis (see [5,
Fact 2.2.4]) and the isomorphism is difficult to understand explicitly.
More precisely, the embedding B∗c ⊆ AW sends sc to s for every s ∈ S. In [12,
Proposition 3.13], a formula for the elements of Tc (which are the atoms of the monoid
B∗c ) as products of the Artin generators is given, but it does not give in general a braid
word of shortest possible length.
Example 4.2. Let (W,S) be of type A2 and c ∈ W be the Coxeter element s1s2
where si = (i, i+ 1). Then we have the dual braid relation (s1)c(s2)c = (s1s2s1)c(s1)c.
Hence inside AW , the atom (s1s2s1)c corresponding to the non-simple reflection s1s2s1
is equal to s1s2s
−1
1
.
As every Garside monoid, B∗c has a finite set of simple elements, which form a
lattice under left divisibility. They are defined as follows. For x ∈ NC(W, c), let
x = t1t2 · · · tk be a T -reduced expression of x, that is, a reduced expression as product
of reflections. Then Bessis showed that the element xc := (t1)c(t2)c · · · (tk)c ∈ B
∗
c is
independent of the choice of the reduced expression of x and therefore well-defined as
a consequence of a dual Matsumoto property [5, Section 1.6]. The Garside element
is the lift cc of c and the set Div(c) of simple elements (that is, of (left) divisors of
cc) is given by Div(c) := {xc | x ∈ NC(W, c)}. There is an isomorphism of posets
(NC(W, c),≤T ) ∼= (Div(c),≤), x 7→ xc, where ≤ is the left-divisibility order in B
∗
c . In
general, we are only able to determine the elements of Div(c) as words in the classical
Artin generators S of AW by an inductive application of the dual braid relations. It
is therefore difficult to study properties of elements of Div(c) viewed inside AW . Note
that the composition B∗c →֒ AW ։W sends every product (t1)c(t2)c · · · (tk)c, ti ∈ T to
t1t2 · · · tk.
4.3. Standard Coxeter elements in WDn . In this subsection, we characterize stan-
dard Coxeter elements in WDn in terms of signed permutations. This will be needed
to introduce graphical representations of c-noncrossing partitions of type Dn in Sec-
tion 5.2.
Recall that WDn ⊆ WBn and that w(−i) = −w(i), for all i ∈ [−n, n] and all w ∈
WBn . InWBn , cycles of the shape (i1, . . . , ir,−i1, . . . ,−ir) are abbreviated by [i1, . . . ir]
and called balanced cycles, and those of type (i1, . . . , ir)(−i1, . . . ,−ir) by ((i1, . . . , ir))
and called paired cycles. The set of reflections in WDn is
T := TDn := {(i, j)(−i,−j) | i, j ∈ {−n, . . . , n}, i 6= ±j},
and every w ∈WDn can be written as a product of disjoint cycles in which there is an
even number of balanced cycles (see [3, Section 2]).
Lemma 4.3. An element c ∈ WDn (n ≥ 3) is a standard Coxeter element if and only
if c = (i1,−i1)(i2, . . . , in,−i2, . . . ,−in) where {i1, . . . , in} = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}, i1 ∈ {1, 2}
and the sequence i2 · · · in is first increasing, then decreasing.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 3 is easy to check by hand. Let
c be a standard Coxeter element in WDn , n ≥ 4. Then either snc or csn is a standard
Coxeter element in WDn−1 , in which case induction and a straightforward computation
shows that c is of the required form. Conversely if c is of the above form, then since
(i1,−i1) commutes with sn either snc or csn is of the above form in WDn−1 , hence is a
standard Coxeter element in WDn−1 , implying that c is a standard Coxeter element in
WDn . 
Elements in NC(WDn , c) will be described below via a graphical representation.
5. Simple dual braids of type Dn are Mikado braids
The aim of this section is to show Theorem 1.1, that is, that simple dual braids of
type Dn are Mikado braids.
5.1. Outline of the proof. The proof proceeds as follows.
• Step 1. We describe in Section 5.2 a pictural model for the elements x ∈
NC(WDn , c) which is due to Athanasiadis and Reiner [3]. In this model the
element x is represented by a diagram consisting of non-intersecting polygons
joining labeled points on a circle. The labeling depends on the choice of the
standard Coxeter element c, more precisely, we first require to write the Coxeter
element as a signed permutation (as in Lemma 4.3).
• Step 2. We slightly modify the diagram from Step 1 associated to x ∈
NC(WDn , c) to obtain a new diagram Nx consisting of non-intersecting polygons
joining labeled points on a circle. The only difference with the Athanasiadis-
Reiner model is that there is a point with two labels in the latter, which we split
in two different points. As we will see, the diagram Nx is not unique in general,
but we will show that all the information which we will use from the diagram
Nx is independent of the chosen diagram representing x. From this new dia-
gram Nx, we build a topological braid βx lying in an Artin group ABn of type
Bn (viewed inside AA2n−1 , hence βx is a symmetric braid on 2n strands). We
first explain how to define the diagram Nx for elements of TDn ⊆ NC(WDn , c)
and we then do it for all x ∈ NC(WDn , c).
• Step 3. We show that the braids πn,1(βt) ∈ A˜Bn , for t ∈ TDn , lie in ADn and
satisfy the dual braid relations with respect to c. This will follow from the more
general statement that if x ≤T xt ≤T c with t ∈ TDn , then πn,1(βx)πn,1(βt) =
πn,1(βxt). This property and the fact that πn,1(βs) = s for all s ∈ SDn will be
enough to conclude that πn,1(βx) is equal to the simple dual braid xc for all
x ∈ NC(WDn , c) (this is explained in the proof of Corollary 5.2). In particular
we also show that πn,1(βx) does not depend on the choice of the diagram Nx.
• Step 4. We show that the braid βx, x ∈ NC(WDn , c) is a Mikado braid in ABn
by using the topological characterization of [12]. Recall that βx is defined graph-
ically, as an Artin braid on 2n strands. Together with Step 3 and Theorem 3.3,
it follows that xc = πn,1(βx) is a Mikado braid, which proves Theorem 1.1.
5.2. Graphical model for noncrossing partitions. Athanasiadis and Reiner found
a graphical model for noncrossing partitions of type Dn. We present it here (with
slightly different conventions). First we explain how to label a circle depending on the
choice of the standard Coxeter element c.
Given a standard Coxeter element c = (i1,−i1)(i2, . . . , in,−i2, . . . ,−in) in WDn ,
where the notation is as in Lemma 4.3 and where i2 = −n, we place 2n − 2 points
(labeled by i2, . . . , in,−i2, . . . ,−in) on a circle as follows: point −n is at the top of the
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circle while point n is at the bottom. The remaining points all have distinct height
depending on their label: if i < j then point i is higher than point j. Moreover, when
going along the circle in clockwise order starting at i2 = −n, the points must be met
in the order i2i3 · · · in(−i2)(−i3) · · · (−in). Finally, we add a point at the center of the
circle, labeled by ±i1.
Athanasiadis and Reiner showed that c-noncrossing partitions are those for which
there exists a graphical representation as follows (in their description, we have i1 = n;
this corresponds to a choice of Coxeter element which is not standard, however by
conjugation we can assume it to be standard an to have i1 ∈ {1, 2}. The c-noncrossing
partition lattices are isomorphic for all Coxeter elements c). Given x ∈ NC(WDn , c),
consider its cycle decomposition inside S−n,n and associate to each cycle the polygon
given by the convex hull of the points labeled by elements in the support of the cycle.
It results in a noncrossing diagram, i.e., the various obtained polygons do not intersect,
with two possible exceptions: if there is a polygon Q of x with i1 ∈ Q, −i1 /∈ Q, then
−Q is also a polygon of x. Thus the two polygons Q and −Q will have the middle
point in common (Note that since x is a signed permutation, for every polygon P of
x we have that −P is also a polygon of x, possibly with P = −P ). The second case
appears when the decomposition of x has a product of factors of the form [j][i1] for
some j 6= ±i1. In this case to avoid confusion with the noncrossing representation of the
reflection ((j, i1)) (or ((j,−i1))) we have to choose an alternative way of representing
this product. Note that the cycle [j] should be considered as a polygon P such that
P = −P . By analogy with the situation where there is such a polygon and where the
point ±i1 lies inside P , we represent [j] by two curves both joining j to −j and not
intersecting except at the points ±j, in such a way that the point ±i1 lies between
these two curves.
Conversely, to every noncrossing diagram with the above properties, one can associate
an element x of NC(WDn , c) as follows: we send each polygon P with labels j1, j2, . . . , jk
(read in clockwise order) to the cycle (j1, j2, . . . , jk) except in case P = −P . Each single
point with label i is sent to the one-cycle (i) except i1 in case there is a polygon P
with P = −P (in which case ±i1 lie inside P ). In this last case, if P is labeled by
j1, j2, . . . , jk then we send it to the product of cycles (i1,−i1)(j1, j2, . . . , jk) (like in
the middle example of Figure 1). The element x is then the product of all the cycles
associated to all the polygons of the noncrossing diagram (note that they are disjoint).
Note that when the middle point lies in two different polygons, one has to specify in
which polygon the label i1 lies. Examples are given in Figure 1 and we refer to [3] for
more details.
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Figure 1. Examples of noncrossing diagrams for x1 =
((1,−8))((7, 5,−2)), x2 = ((8, 7, 5))[6, 3, 1][2], x3 = ((6, 3,−4)) ∈
NC(WDn , c).
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5.3. The diagram Nx and the braid βx. To define the diagram Nx, we slightly
modify the labeling of the circle given in the previous section by splitting the point ±i1
into two points placed on the vertical axis of the circle consistently with their labels (all
the points should be placed such that the point i is higher than the point j if i < j).
An example is given in Figure 2 and we call this labeling the c-labeling of the circle.
The idea is then to start from Athanasiadis and Reiner’s graphical representation of
x ∈ NC(WDn , c) and just split the middle point into two points. For convenience we
may represent the polygons by curvilinear polygons since in some cases, because of
the splitting it might not be possible to have the polygons not intersecting each other.
Depending on the situation we will add an edge joining the two points i1 and −i1: we
explain more in details below how to draw the diagrams Nx, first when x is a reflection,
then in general.
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Figure 2.
Example of a c-labeling in type
D8. Here c = t1t3t5t7t6t4t2t0 =
(2,−2)[−8,−7,−5,−3,−1, 4, 6] and
i1 = 2.
5.3.1. Pictures for reflections. Reflections are all of the form t = c1c2, where c1 and
c2 are two 2-cycles with opposite support. If c1 = (i, j), we will draw a curvilinear
“polygon” with two edges both joining i to j. We then orient the polygon in coun-
terclockwise order. We do the same for c2 = (−i,−j) in such a way that the second
curvilinear polygon does not intersect the first one. In some cases, there is not a unique
way of drawing two such curvilinear polygons with the condition that the resulting
diagram should be noncrossing. We explain how to do it in the next paragraph by
separating the set of reflections into three classes.
Firstly, assume that supp(c1) = {i, j} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, then Nt is drawn as in the left
picture of Figure 3. Now assume that supp(c1) = {i,−j} with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\{i1},
j ∈ {−1, . . . ,−n}\{−i1}. In that case, we draw the two curvilinear polygons in such a
way that the two middle points labeled by ±i1 lie between them, as done in Figure 4.
The last case is the case where c1 = (i1, j) with j ∈ {−1, . . . ,−n}\{−i1}. In that case,
there are two ways of drawing the curvilinear polygon (see the left pictures of Figure 5).
We can choose any of the two pictures for Nt.
Starting from such a noncrossing diagram, we then associate an Artin braid βt on
2n strands to it, by first projecting the noncrossing diagram to the right (as done in
the left pictures of Figures 3 and 4), i.e., putting all the points on the same vertical
line, obtaining a new graph for the noncrossing partition. This new graph can then be
viewed as a braid diagram, viewed from the bottom: a curve joining point k to point ℓ
corresponds to a k-th strand ending at ℓ, while single points without a curve starting
or ending at them correspond to unbraided strands. If a point has nothing at its right
(resp. at its left), it means that the corresponding unbraided strand is above all the
others (resp. below all the others). The points lying right to (resp. left to) a curve
correspond to an unbraided strand lying above (resp. below) the strand corresponding
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to that curve. See the above mentioned Figures. Note that in the case of Figure 5, the
two braids βt obtained from the two different diagrams Nt are distinct in ABn , but their
images πn,1(βt) in the quotient A˜Bn are the same because we can invert the crossings
corresponding to the generator s0 (because of the relation s
2
0 = 1 which holds in the
quotient).
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Figure 3. The diagram Nt for t = (3, 6)(−3,−6) and the braid βt.
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Figure 4. The diagram Nt for t = (3,−5)(−3, 5) and the braid βt.
We now generalize the above picturial process, by associating a (possibly non unique)
noncrossing diagram Nx and an Artin braid βx to every x ∈ NC(WDn , c).
5.3.2. Pictures for noncrossing partitions. To obtain a noncrossing diagram Nx with
oriented curvilinear polygons from x as we did for reflections in the previous section,
we proceed as follows: we orient every polygon of the noncrossing partition in coun-
terclockwise order (note that this is the opposite orientation to the one given by the
corresponding cycle of x, that is, an arrow j2 → j1 means that the cycle of x sends j1
to j2; hence this orientation corresponds to x
−1). Polygons reduced to a single edge
are replaced by curvilinear polygons with two edges as we did for reflections in Sec-
tion 5.3.1. Again we split the points with labels ±i1 into two points with labels −i1
and i1 respectively as in Figure 2.
In the case where the middle point in the Athanasiadis-Reiner model has no edge
starting at it and does not lie inside a symmetric polygon, then the two points i1 and
−i1 have no edge starting at them in the new diagram. In the case where there are two
distinct polygons P and −P sharing the middle point, they are separated so that each
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Figure 5. Two diagrams Nt for t = (2,−7)(−2, 7) and the correspond-
ing Artin braids βt. Note that the two Artin braids on the right are
equal in the quotient A˜Bn .
point lies in the correct curvilinear polygon (see Figure 6): there might be several non-
isotopic diagrams which work when separating P from −P (in case P is a 2-cycle we
precisely get what we already noticed and explained in Figure 5). A similar argument
to the one given in Figure 5 shows that the images in A˜Bn of the various Artin braids
βx obtained from the distinct diagrams Nx at the end of the process explained below
will be equal. In case there is a symmetric polygon P = −P or a factor [j][i1] in x, we
add a curvilinear polygon with two edges joining −i1 to i1, oriented in counterclockwise
order (Recall that in the noncrossing representation of [j][i1], the factor [j] is already
represented by a curvilinear “polygon” with two edges and the point i1 inside it. Here
we orient this polygon in counterclockwise order as in all other cases).
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Figure 6. Splitting of two polygons with common middle point.
If one has the diagram Nx with oriented curvilinear polygons as in Figure 6 on the
right, we proceed exactly as we did for reflections in Section 5.3.1 to obtain βx: firstly,
we put all the black points on a vertical line and project the noncrossing diagram
to obtain a picture as in the left pictures in Figures 3 and 4; this diagram gives the
Artin braid βx viewed from the bottom. We illustrate this process for the noncrossing
diagram of the element x2 = ((8, 7, 5))[6, 3, 1][2] of Figure 1 in Figure 7. Note that
as a consequence of this procedure, the orientation we put on polygons, which as we
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already noticed at the beginning of the subsection is not the one corresponding to x
but to x−1, defines the permutation induced by the strands of βx. The fact that the
permutation induced by the strands of βx is x
−1 rather than x comes from the fact
that our convention is to concatenate Artin braids from top to bottom.
Note that we can always recover the braid from the middle diagram without ambi-
guity, because all the strands either strictly go up or down, except possibly in one case:
in case i1 = 2 and x = (1,−1)(2,−2) ∈ NC(WDn , c), then the strands joining 1 to −1
and −1 to 1 do not strictly go up or down. In that case we represent the braid as done
in Figure 8 in the next subsection.
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Figure 7. The Artin braid βx2 where x2 = ((8, 7, 5))[6, 3, 1][2] is as in
Figure 1. The strands corresponding to the cycle [6, 3, 1] are drawn in
blue. Note that it is a Mikado braid in ABn .
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Figure 8. The Artin braid βt for t = (1,−1)(2,−2) in case i1 = 2.
In this way, we associate to every noncrossing partition x ∈ NC(WDn , c) an Artin
braid βx ∈ ABn . For some x there are several possible βx ∈ ABn as illustrated in
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Figure 5, but they have the same image under πn,1, hence πn,1(βx) is well-defined. We
have
Proposition 5.1. Let x ∈WDn, t ∈ TDn such that x ≤T xt ≤T c. Then
πn,1(βxβt) = πn,1(βxt).
Proof. The situation x ∈ NC(WDn , c), t ∈ T and x ≤T xt ≤T c precisely corresponds to
a cover relation in the noncrossing partition lattice of type Dn. These covering relations
were described by Athanasiadis and Reiner [3, Section 3]: there are three families of
covering relations. Setting y = xt, we have that x is obtained from y by replacing one
or two balanced cycles or one paired cycle as follows:
[j1, j2, . . . , jk] 7→ [j1, . . . , jℓ]((jℓ+1, . . . , jk)), 1 ≤ ℓ < k ≤ n− 1,
((j1, j2, . . . , jk)) 7→ ((j1, . . . , jℓ))((jℓ+1, . . . , jk)), 1 ≤ ℓ < k ≤ n− 1,
[j1, . . . , jℓ][jℓ+1, . . . , jk] 7→ ((j1, . . . , jk)), 1 ≤ ℓ < k ≤ n− 1.
Note that in the last case, we have either ℓ = 1 and j1 = ±i1 or k = ℓ + 1 and
jk = ±i1 since x is a noncrossing partition. Indeed, the noncrossing partition has at
most one polygon P with P = −P , in which case the middle point lies inside P .
We have to show that the braid that we obtain by the concatenation βx ⋆ βt has the
same image in A˜Bn as βxt. It is easy to deduce from the noncrossing representations
Nx what the result of the concatenation of two such braids is. By the process explained
above, the noncrossing diagram itself can be considered as an Artin braid, viewed inside
a circle or rather a cylinder. An edge of a curvilinear polygon represents a strand, and
the orientation indicates the startpoint and the endpoint of that strand.
Consider the case where the cover relation xt 7→ x is the first one above, that is, it
consists of breaking a symmetric polygon into a symmetric polygon and two opposite
cycles. This means that xt has the two symmetric factors [i1] and [j1, j2, . . . , jk] while
x has the same factors as xt except that the two symmetric factors are replaced by
[i1][j1, . . . , jℓ]((jℓ+1, . . . , jk))
for some ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1} and t = ((jℓ, jk)). We have k ≥ 2. All the other polygons
of x and xt have support disjoint from {±j1, . . . ,±jk}, hence when concatenating βx⋆βt
it is graphically clear that they will stay unchanged: indeed, these polygons are disjoint
from the two curvilinear polygons associated to the reflection t. Hence we can assume
that xt = [i1][j1, j2, . . . , jk] and x = [i1][j1, . . . , jℓ]((jℓ+1, . . . , jk)). The situation is
depicted in Figure 9 below.
In the concatenated diagram, the strand starting at j1 first goes to −jℓ inside βx,
then the strand starting at −jℓ goes to −jk inside βt. Hence the result is that the
strand starting at j1 goes to −jk, and can be drawn as in the diagram on the right
since there is no obstruction for such an isotopy. Similarly, the strand starting at −jℓ+1
first goes to −jk, then to jℓ, hence is isotopic to the strand which goes directly from
−jℓ+1 to −jℓ as drawn in the picture on the right. The same happens on the other side,
while all other strands stay unchanged. It follows that the result of the concatenation
corresponds to the diagram on the right, which is precisely the diagram Nxt associated
to xt.
Hence we have the claim in the case where the cover relation is the one described,
with k ≥ 2. We have to show the same for the other two cover relations. We also treat
the case of the last cover relation and leave the second one to the reader. Note that in
the case where the cover relation is given by
[j1, . . . , jℓ][jℓ+1, . . . , jk] 7→ ((j1, . . . , jk)),
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Figure 9. Concatenating diagrams corresponding to the cover relation
[i1][j1, . . . , jk] 7→ [i1][j1, . . . , jℓ]((jℓ+1, . . . , jk).
we have either ℓ = 1 and j1 = ±i1 or ℓ+1 = k and jk = ±i1. Assume that ℓ+1 = k
and jk = −i1, the case where jk = i1 as well as the cases where ℓ = 1, j1 = ±i1
are similar. We have x = ((j1, . . . , jℓ,−i1)), t = ((jℓ, i1)). In this case, there are two
possible diagrams Nx for x and the same holds for Nt (see Figure 5 for an illustration
in the case where the noncrossing partition is a reflection). Since the corresponding
braids βx obtained from the two different diagrams Nx have the same image under πn,1
we can choose any diagrams among the two, but the diagram Nt has to be chosen to be
compatible with the diagram Nx if we want to do the same proof as for the first cover
relation. One of the two situations is represented in Figure 10. Arguing as in the first
case we then get the diagram on the right of the figure for the concatenation βx ⋆ βt.
This diagram is the diagram Nxt up to the orientation of the two curves joining i1 to
−i1: but changing their orientation corresponds to inverting a middle crossing in βxt
which gives rise to a braid which has the same image in A˜Bn thanks to the relation
s20 = 1. This proves the claim.
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
−i1
i1
...
...
−jℓ
−j1
j2
−j2
j1
jℓ
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
j2
−j2
−i1
i1
...
...
−jℓ
−j1
j1
jℓ
Figure 10. Concatenating diagrams corresponding to the cover rela-
tion
[j1, . . . , jℓ][−i1] 7→ ((j1, . . . , jℓ,−i1)).

Corollary 5.2. Let x ∈ NC(WDn , c). Then πn,1(βx) = xc.
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Proof. Recall that SDn = {(1,−2)(−1, 2)} ∪ {(i, i + 1)(−i,−i − 1) | i = 1, . . . , n − 1}.
By construction of the braid βt from the diagram Nt we have that πn,1(βs) = s for
all s ∈ SDn , and it is a general fact that sc = s for every simple reflection s. Hence
we have the claim in case x is in SDn and in particular πn,1(x) lies in ADn . Since
by Proposition 5.1 the elements πn,1(βt) with t ∈ TDn satisfy the dual braid relations
with respect to c, we claim that πn,1(βt) = tc for all t ∈ TDn . Indeed, for all t ∈ TDn ,
we can always find s ∈ SDn such that either st ≤T c or ts ≤T c, say, st ≤T c, and
ℓS(sts) < ℓS(t) (this can be seen for instance using the noncrossing representation of
t). It follows that we have the dual braid relation
πn,1(βs)πn,1(βt) = πn,1(βsts)πn,1(βs).
Arguing by induction on ℓS(t), we have that πn,1(βq) = qc for every reflection q oc-
curring in the above equality except possibly t. Thanks to the dual braid relation
sctc = (sts)csc we get that πn,1(βt) = tc and in particular that πn,1(βt) ∈ ADn .
Now for x ∈ NC(WDn , c) arbitrary we can use Proposition 5.1 as well as the fact
that x ≤T xt ≤T c, t ∈ TDn , implies that (xt)c = xctc (see the end of Subsection 4.2)
to get by induction on ℓT (x) that πn,1(βx) = xc. 
5.4. Simple dual braids are Mikado braids. In all the examples drawn in the
figures given in the previous sections, we see that the Artin braids βx resulting from
simple dual braids are Mikado braids: they indeed satisfy the topological condition
given by the point (2) of Theorem 3.2. This is the main statement which we want to
prove here.
Proposition 5.3. Let x ∈ NC(WDn , c). Then βx ∈ ABn is a Mikado braid.
Proof. As βx ∈ ABn , it suffices to verify the point (2) of Theorem 3.2. Note that except
in case x = (1,−1)(2,−2) and i1 = 2 (in which case the braid βx which is drawn in
Figure 8 is obviously Mikado), the diagram which we obtained from Nx by putting all
the dots on the same vertical line (as done in Figures 3 and 4; we call this diagram
a vertical diagram) has the following property: each oriented curve joining two points
either strictly increases or strictly decreases, and every two such distinct curves never
cross. The first property follows from the fact that the diagram is obtained from Nx
by projecting to the right a curve which is already either strictly increasing or strictly
decreasing, while the second follows from the fact that the polygons in Nx do not cross.
In such a diagram, consider a curve joining two points and going up with respect to
the orientation, with no other curve lying at its right. It follows from the discussion in
the paragraph above that it always exists. Every single point lying at the right of such
a curve corresponds to a vertical unbraided strand in βx which lies above all the other
strands. Therefore, every such point can be removed in the vertical diagram, and the
symmetric point lying at the left of the curve which is symmetric to the original curve
can be removed simultaneously: it corresponds to removing a vertical unbraided strand
lying above all the other strands in βx, and simultaneously removing the symmetric
unbraided strand lying below all the other strands, giving a new braid β′x lying in ABn−1
since we removed a symmetric pair of strands. After removing all such points in the
vertical diagram, the original curve has nothing at its right, hence corresponds to a
strand which lies above all the other strands, and we can therefore remove it, as well as
its symmetric strand. Again we obtain an element which lies in an Artin group of type
Bm for a smaller m. Going on inductively, we can remove every strand corresponding
to a curve, with a braid which stays symmetric at each step. If after removing the
last curve we still have points, these correspond to vertical unbraided strands which
can be removed. This concludes by Theorem 3.2. We illustrate the above procedure in
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
Note that we could define more generally vertical diagrams (not necessarily corre-
sponding to simple dual braids) and associate to them an Artin braid, which would
therefore always be Mikado.
Example 5.4. We illustrate the procedure given in the proof of Proposition 5.3 in case
x is the element x2 = ((8, 7, 5))[6, 3, 1][2] from Figure 1. The vertical diagram and the
braid βx are given in Figure 7. The blue curve joining 6 to −1 in the vertical diagram
has no other curve lying at its right. There is only the single point 4, which corresponds
in βx to a strand which lies above all the others, with the symmetric strand −4 lying
below all the others. Removing the pair of strands 4 and −4, we get a symmetric
braid on 14 strands, hence in AB7 . We can then remove the strand corresponding to
the original curve joining 6 to −1 as well as its symmetric strand, since there is no
remaining strand lying above it. Going on inductively we eventually remove all pairs
of strands.
As a corollary we get the main result
Theorem 5.5. Let x ∈ NC(WDn , c). Then xc is a Mikado braid.
Proof. By Corollary 5.2 we have that πn,1(βx) = xc for every x ∈ NC(WDn , c). But
by Proposition 5.3, βx is a Mikado braid in ABn . Applying Theorem 3.3 we get that
xc = πn,1(βx) is a Mikado braid in ADn .

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